
SAUVIGNON (ITALIA)  ~~   II ..GG..PP..   ~~ 75 CL------------------------------------------------ 18.50

Bright yellow, fresh with a hints of citrus fruits, aromaic and well balanced.

CHARDONNAY ~~   DD..OO ..CC..   ~~ 75 CL -----------------------------------------------------------17.95

Golden straw yellow colour, dry, rich and very elegant perfumes of tropical fruits,

honey and vanilla. A refreshing acidity with a bouquet of oak aroma.

SOAVE ~~  DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ 75 CL ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 18.50

Light & dry, pale straw with greenish tinges, it has structure and a balanced acidity:

the bouquet is intense with notes of almond and fruity mellowness.

VERDICCHIO DEI CASTELLI DI JESI ~~   DD.. OO.. CC..   ~~ 75 CL --------------------17.95

Dry, soft, well balanced with fragance notes of freshly ripened apricot:

deep and lasting, pleasant, hiding a slightly bitter aftertaste.

FRASCATI SUPERIORE ~~   DD..OO.. CC..   ~~ 75 CL -------------------------------------------- 18.50

Rome’s beloved local white is appreciated for its unemphatic character:

dry, light in color and flavour with a lingering taste of almonds.

FALANGHINA DEL BENEVENTANO ~~   II ..GG.. TT..   ~~ 75 CL -------------------------- 17.95

Bright straw yellow with greenish reflections, intense smell with notes of flowers, apple

and pear. Fruity and savoury on the palate with a good balance.

PINOT GRIGIO ~~   DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ 75 CL ---------------------------------------------------------- 18.95

From a grape of the same name, light straw colour, this wine has now

reached peaks of quality in Italy and is amongst one of the favorities.

ORVIETO CLASSICO ( AMABILE ) ~~   DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ 75 CL ------------------------- 19.50

Sweet and rich, intense straw yellow colour, the flavours are those of mature fruits:

Delicately flavoured, round and soft with velvety of sweetness on the palate.

GRECO DI TUFO ~~   DD.. OO..CC..GG..   ~~ 75 CL --------------------------------------------------- 28.95

Exceptionally lovely wine that explain itself quietly: bouquet is of wildflowers,

apricots with a bitter almond finish, and a whiff of smoke. 

ASTI SPUMANTE ~~   DD..OO ..CC..GG..   ~~ 75 CL --------------------------------------------------- 18.50

From Moscato bianco which must be grown in sunny, well drained vineyards

with limestone and clay soil. Delicately sweet, light and refreshing.

PROSECCO DEL VENETO ~~   DD..OO.. CC..   ~~ 75 CL --------------------------------------- 21.95

From the famous "Valdobbiadene Valley" comes an aromatic sparkling wine

with a dry superior perlage and taste: a connoisseur choice.

FRENCH CHAMPAGNE ~~ 75 CL ------------------------------------------------------From 29.95

LISTA  DEI  VINI( WINE LIST )
VINO DELLA CASA  ( HOUSE WINE )

ROSSO o ROSE’ o BIANCO   ( RED or ROSE’ or WHITE )

75cl. BOTTIGLIA ( BOTTLE ) ~~  DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ ------------------------------------------------------15.25

50cl. CARAFFA ( ½Lt. Carafe ) ~~   DD.. OO.. CC..   ~~   -----------------------------------------------------10.50

25cl. BICCHIERE ( LARGE GLASS ) ~~  DD..OO.. CC..   ~~ --------------------------------------------- 5.95

12,5cl. BICCHIERE ( SMALL GLASS ) ~~  DD..OO.. CC..   ~~ ------------------------------------------ 3.70

20cl. PROSECCO ( SMALL GLASS ) ~~   DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ ---------------------------------------------- 6.25

VINI BIANCHI   ( WHITE WINES )
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~~  ~~  ~~  DD.. OO.. CC..   == DDenominazione dienominazione di OOrigine rigine CControllata ontrollata ~~  ~~  ~~
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MERLOT DEL VENETO ~~ DD.. OO..CC.. ~~ 75 CL -------------------------------------------- 17.95

Tasting very soft and slightly like plums the wine has an elegant structure and

wraps the palatine skilfully: the delicious flavour is refreshing and dry.

MONTEPULCIANO D’ABBRUZZO ~~ DD..OO.. CC.. ~~ 75 CL ------------------------- 18.50

Ruby red with intense vinious flavour, slightly tannic. The short aging process

has given to this wine a perfect roundness and velvet consistency. 

VALPOLICELLA ~~ DD..OO ..CC.. ~~ 75 CL -------------------------------------------------------- 19.95

Lush cherry red coloured elegant red wine captivates with alluring almond and

vanilla flavours and a well defined acidity, fruity with a medium body.

PRIMITIVO DI MANDURIA ~~ DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ 75 CL -------------------------------------20.50

Intensive red with purple reflections, aroma of red berries like cherriesand raspberry

round, pleasant and velvety flavour bouquet.

CHIANTI ~~ DD..OO ..CC..GG..   ~~ 75 CL -----------------------------------------------------------------20.50

Bright, brilliant violet to light ruby red colour with orange reflections with fine and

fragrant bouquet of fresh fruit. Harmonious, round and very elegant taste.

CABERNET ~~ DD..OO.. CC..   ~~ 75 CL ---------------------------------------------------------------- 19.50

Raspberry aroma slightly accompanied with earthy nuances: it displays fine spice, well

balanced tannins and a soft shade of pepper. With flat acidity and harmonious finish.

BARBERA ~~ DD..OO.. CC..GG.. ~~ 75 CL --------------------------------------------------------------- 21.50

Its deep intensive bouquet is fruity. Dry, full bodied with pleasantly integrated

tannins, it produces a robust and full, well rounded, rather soft wine.

BAROLO ~~ DD.. OO..CC..GG.. ~~ 75 CL ----------------------------------------------------------------- 34.95

Very elegant and fine, yet hugely intense, it has notes of parma violet with complex molten

brown sugar and floral perfumed spicy hints (nuances of cherries, tobacco, mushrooms).

AMARONE CLASSICO ~~ DD..OO.. CC.. ~~ 75 CL --------------------------------------------- 44.95

One of Italy’s most distinguished wines, deeply coloured, strong, velvety and full of character:

flavours are sweet-bitter, smooth and luscious, with hint of marzipan, liquorice & spice.

BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO ~~ DD..OO.. CC.. GG..   ~~   75 CL ---------------------------- 49.95

Deep ruby red, ample and inviting. Excellent structure, powerful but delicate tannins.

Rich in complex and inviting nuances. Very pleasant aroma, balanced, & lengthy.
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BARDOLINO CHIARETTO ( ROSE’ ) ~~ DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ 75 CL ---------------------- 18.50

Distinctively dry and fresh with peachy flavour, its tangy acidity tickles the palate:

very pleasing to drink as an aperitif ideal with fish and white meat. 

PINOT GRIGIO BLUSH ( ROSE’ ) ~~  DD.. OO..CC..   ~~ 75 CL --------------------------- 19.50

Tastefull and fruity with a rich and lively bouquet, bright pink colour with hints of coral:

an ideal partner for delicately flavoured dishes.

VINI ROSSI   ( RED WINES )

~~  ~~  ~~  DD..OO.. CC.. GG..   == DDenominazione dienominazione di OOrigine rigine CControllata eontrollata e GGarantita arantita ~~  ~~  ~~

…" SPECIAL WINE IS AVAILABLE 

ON THE BLACK BOARD "…
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